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Abstract

This paper derives a quantitative metric of economic resilience based on the

cumulative current and future losses a shock-exposed household experiences

relative to a counterfactural measure of what their economic well-being would

have been absent the shock. Drawing on the rich economics literature on the

sensitivity of household consumption and income to shocks, we derive a re-

silience metric that can be estimated with panel data using standard impact

evaluation and matching econometric methods. To illustrate these methods,

we rely on a dynamic optimization model to generate data from a known data

generation process. By manipulating the parameters of the model, we are able

to explore the robustness of our resilience metric to presence or absence of mul-

tiple equilibrium poverty traps. We also show how this metric can be used to

not only evaluate the impact of a policy (catastrophic insurance) on resilience

but also to judge the public �nance e�cacy of that same policy by showing

how the cumulative�loss based resilience measure can be used for cost-bene�t

analysis. We also show that reliance on income as a measure of economic well-

being may be wiser in the absence of long-term data. Finally, we use data from

a recent experiment in Mozambique and Tanzania to show that these methods

can be informative even with relatively short duration data.
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1 Introduction

Economic resilience can be de�ned as the ability of a household or other economic unit

to manage a climate shock or other adversity with minimal compromise of current

and future economic well-being. While this and related de�nitions of resilience1 have

a qualitative, or at least a quantitatively imprecise, element (what does �minimal�

compromise mean?), the quantitative measurement of economic resilience has become

increasingly of interest as the frequency and severity of climate and other shocks

increases. Governments and development agencies have launched a variety of policies

intended stabilize livelihoods in the face of shocks and promote economic resilience.

But, absent a reliable measure of resilience, it is hard to gauge the e�cacy of these

policies and whether or not the pursuit of resilience is in fact wise public policy.

The goal of this paper is derive a quantitative metric of economic resilience con-

sistent with the above de�nition of resilience. Our analysis builds on an estimable

measure of the cumulative economic losses that a household (or other unit2) experi-

ences over time in the wake of shock, de�ned as the di�erence between the household's

post-shock levels of economic well-being (yst ) compared to a counterfactual estimate

of what the household's well-being would have been without the shock (ŷct ):

(1) LT =
T∑
t=0

(ŷct − yst ) ,

where some shock occurs in time period 0 and we observe the household for T periods

thereafter.

To illustrate the use of this loss-based metric, we �rst utilize data created by a

known data generation process, namely a dynamic stochastic programming model

that we use to create data by households that manage their consumption and asset

1For example resilience has been de�ned as �the ability of countries, communities and households
to manage change, by maintaining or transforming living standards in the face of shocks or stresses�
such as earthquakes, drought or violent con�ict�without compromising their long-term prospects�
(DFID, 2011; Walker et al. 2004; World Bank, 2013). Barrett and Constas (2014) de�ne resilience in
terms of the capacity to avoid poverty in the face of shocks and stresses, an approach with combines
economic mobility with resilience as de�ned here.

2The measure and approach discussed here could be applied to larger units of analysis, including
communities, value chains, etc.



accumulation decisions to optimize their long-term, expected level of economic well-

being. We arbitrarily assign some of these households a severe economic shock. Other

households do not su�er the shock and their income and consumption trajectories

serve as a counterfactual for what would have happened to the shocked households

had they not su�ered a shock.

Using these generated data, we �rst de�ne an easy-to-interpret cumulative loss

based measure of economic resilience that can be used to gauge the resilience of

particular populations, including measurement of the full economic costs that accrue

when a population is not resilient. Second, we then show how the resilience measure

can be used to evaluate the economic e�cacy of a catastrophic insurance program

by assigning a subset of shocked households access to the program and tracking their

recovery trajectories. Third, we show how individual speci�c resilience measures can

be estimated, opening the door to the empirical investigation of the socio-economic

and geographic characteristics that are associated with greater resilience.

Building on these key economic resilience concepts, we extend our analysis in

several directions. First, we alter the data generation process to open it up to multiple

equilibrium poverty traps (in the sense of Barrett and Carter (2013a) and as analyzed

by Ikegami et al. (2019) and Janzen et al. (2021)). When a subset of households fall

into a poverty trap following a shock, population economic resilience declines, the

bene�t-cost ratio attached to a catastrophic insurance policy jumps substantially and

the individual resilience metric becomes negative for those households who settle

into a low level equilibrium trap and never return to to their prior economic level of

well-being.

We also show that in the presence of poverty traps, it matters whether we use

income or consumption outcomes as the basis for calculating resilience, especially if

the measurement time horizon is short. In the short-term, households that fall into a

poverty trap will have higher consumption but lower income than households that do

not�that is the same households will look more resilient using a consumption-based

measure and less resilient with an income-based measure. This perhaps counterintu-

itive pattern emerges because households that fall into a poverty trap will optimally
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de-accumulate assets and temporarily boost their consumption on their optimal path

to the new low level equilibrium position. This �nding implies that discussions about

the choice of outcome variable and the frequency and length of data collection are

inter-connected issues.

In its �nal contribution, this paper uses results from a recent randomized con-

trolled trial of resilience promoting technologies (stress tolerant seeds bundled with

catastrophic insurance) to show that the proposed resilience measures can be imple-

mented with real world data. Interestingly, the technologies in the real world data

have a much more pronounced impact on resilience than the simulated catastrophic

insurance program and have a much higher bene�t-cost ratio (7:1 as opposed to 2:1

in the simulated data).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the rich

economic literature on the sensitivity of household well-being indicators to climate

and other shocks. This literature lies at the heart of our proposed resilience measure.

We also brie�y review the largely disconnected resilience literature that primarily

focuses on indexing capacities that have been ex ante posited to promote resilience.

Section 3 then employs data from a known dynamic stochastic optimization model

(without poverty traps) to derive a resilience metric based on the time path of con-

sumption of households subjected to a shock versus their counterfactual trajectory

without a shock. This section also considers the impact of a simulated publicly-

provided catastrophic insurance policy on resilience (it raises resilience from 43% to

70%), and also shows how the resilience metric can be modi�ed to provide a bene�t-

cost measure of this policy intervention (the policy has a bene�t cost ratio of almost

2:1). Finally, this section shows how the same methods can be used to estimate in-

dividual resilience measures that can be used to study the determinants of resilience

or resilience capacities. Section 4 relies on a data generation process that admits

multiple equilibrium poverty traps and illustrates the additional insights that emerge

in this case of more complex income and asset dynamics. Finally, Section 5 illustrates

the use of resilience measure using shorter-term, less frequent real world data, while

Section 6 concludes.
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2 Sensitivity to Shocks and the Measurement of

Resilience

This section reviews the rich economic literatures on sensitivity of consumption to

shocks, as well as the literature on economic resilience. Unfortunately, these two

literatures have largely remained separate. In this paper, we argue that by unifying

them, we can arrive at a richer resilience metric that is descriptively useful and a

powerful tool for analyzing the impact of policy intended to promote resilience of

households or other economic units.

Economics has a rich theoretical and empirical literatures that explore the impact

of shocks on households' consumption and asset holdings over time. Theoretically, the

permanent income hypothesis posited that the consumption of credit-unconstrained

households would respond very little to transitory shocks that temporarily lowered

household income (cite). In an important addition to that literature, Deaton (1991)

analyzed how the sensitivity of consumption to transitory shocks changes when house-

holds cannot freely borrow on a credit market. While not explicitly related to re-

silience, in retrospect this early literature in suggests a possible approach to measur-

ing resilience by comparing a post-shock time path of consumption to a benchmark

standard of what would be expected in a world of full and complete credit markets

(a perfect markets counterfactual).

These theoretical ideas in turn gave birth to a stream of empirical literature (e.g.,

Paxson (1992)) that tested whether household consumption and asset choices in the

wake of shocks conformed to these theoretical expectations. As we discuss below,

this empirical literature uncovered behavior that strayed far from the expectations

of the permanent income hypothesis, or even Deaton's modi�cation of that theory to

account for credit constraints. A more recent empirical literature, spawned by the

proliferation of impact evaluations of public policies, explores the impact of di�erent

policies on the sensitivity of household consumption to shocks (e.g., Premand and

Stoe�er (2022)). While largely divorced from the strict counterfactual suggested by

the permanent income hypothesis, this literature's reliance on what are essentially a
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two-way experimental/quasi-experimental designs (households with and without the

policy treatment, and with and without the natural shock) points the way toward

the creation of a resilience measure based on comparing a shocked household's con-

sumption trajectory with a well-de�ned and relevant counterfactual for what that

trajectory would have been without the shock.

2.1 Sensitivity of Consumption and Income to Shocks

Both the classic, full and complete markets version of the canonical consumption

model and Deaton's credit constrained variant are �one and done� models. In the

canonical model, consumption falls only by the ratio r
1+r

(where r is the interest and

discount rate) as the household borrows against future permanent income to deal

with the deleterious consequences of shocks. E�ectively, credit markets are used to

smooth the impact of the shock out over the full household lifecycle. In the Deaton

(1991) analysis, �impatient� households build up low returning bu�er assets and draw

down those assets to neutralize the negative of a shock as much as possible. Even in

those cases where bu�er assets are inadequate, the impact is one and done because

the assume income generation process is a wage process and the household returns

to business as usual after one period.3 While this assumption faithfully represents

some economies, it clearly is not an adequate representation of many parts of the

developing world (rural and urban) where assets are needed not only to bu�er shocks

but also to generate future income. For example, Section 5 below (which builds on

Boucher et al., 2022) show that transitory climate shocks have long lasting e�ects on

future incomes as household balance the desire to smooth consumption with the need

to preserve capital for future production periods.

E�orts to test whether or not consumption is smoothed (as predicted by the

canonical model) or if savings covers the impact of shocks (as in the Deaton model) led

to a very rich literature. Key papers here include Paxson (1992), Jalan and Ravallion

(2002), Fafchamps et al. (1996) and Kazianga and Udry (2006). While these papers

�nd some behavior consistent with the standard theory, they also �nd substantial

3Assuming shocks are not auto-corollated.
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dissonant evidence that many households (even those with positive amounts of assets)

su�er large consumption and income losses that are much larger than theory predicts.

Carter and Lybbert (2012) show that this �imperfect� consumption smoothing results

from the fact that assets are necessary and productive to generate income (implying a

di�erent dynamic calculus) and that the non-convex production sets found in poverty

trap theory (e.g., Ikegami et al. (2019)) will lead to behavior that departs even more

from that predicted by consumption smoothing theory. In essence they argue that

consumption smoothing is not a goal, but is the optimal strategy to maximize inter-

temporal expected utility under only rather speci�c circumstances.

2.2 RCT literature

Perhaps discouraged by the seeming lack of usefulness of theory to generate a standard

for optimal response to shocks, a more recent empirical literature, based on RCT's

has begun to more agnostically as if certain interventions (e.g., cash transfers) lessen

household sensitivity to shocks. Important examples of this literature include Macours

et al. (2022), Premand and Stoe�er (2022), etc. While these approaches do not have a

standard that can be used to measure resilience, their basic empirical approach o�ers

important insights into how panel data can be used to create a counterfacutal against

which resilience can be measured in experimental and quasi-experimental situations.

2.3 The Resilience Literature

As a concept, resilience is not new: it has been applied in ecology, engineering, and

some social science �elds for decades. Each has de�ned and measured resilience to �t

its goals, but overall, it is seen as the ability of systems to absorb shocks or changes

and persist. Given the increased focus in economics and speci�cally in development

economics on resilience, Barrett and Constas (2014) argue that de�ning the concept

within this �eld is important. In their paper, Barrett and Constas (2014) de�ne re-

silience as �the capacity over time of a person, household, or other aggregate unit to

avoid poverty in the face of various stressors and in the wake of myriad shocks. If and
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only if that capacity is and remains high over time, the unit is resilient.� Our approach

di�erentiates resilience from poverty and poverty dynamics. We de�ne resilience as

the ability to maintain well-being as close as possible to the no-shock counterfactual

most closely following the de�nition of resilience proposed by Pimm (1984) that is

based on the speed of return to an equilibrium in the context of ecosystem stability.

With a few exceptions, existing measures of development resilience do not tie mea-

surement to a counterfactual. Our proposed measure di�ers signi�cantly from these,

we highlight three main ways resilience is currently measured in the development

economics context including methods used extensively among development oriented

policy institutions.

Barrett et al. (2021) provide a clear review of the literature on development re-

silience. They divide up quantitative methods of measuring resilience into three broad

approaches: (1) resilience as a capacity; (2) resilience as a normative condition; and

(3) resilience as a return to equilibrium. Currently, the most common measurement

tool is the �rst: resilience as a capacity. This approach treats resilience as a latent

variable and in practice uses a set of indicators thought to capture resilience cre-

ating an index thought to capture ex ante resilience capacity. Proponents of this

approach consider resilience multi-faceted and cannot be observed in one dimension

but is related to a number of context-speci�c dimensions that we can observe. These

observable variables can be reduced to a single (or multiple) dimension(s) using factor

analysis. For example, Alinovi et al. (2008) use this approach and measure resilience

as a latent variable de�ned according to four main measures of well-being: income

and food access, household assets, access to public services, and social safety nets. A

weakness of this approach is that it never actually measures resilience and assumes

that we already know what generates it. In fact, in practice what these measures

capture are explanatory variables rather than outcomes�this makes this approach

particularly unsuitable to evaluate the impact of policies or programs speci�cally

intended to improve resilience.

Another thoughtful latent variable approach that has gained ground among devel-

opment agencies explicitly abstracts away from measuring resilience itself and instead
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de�nes resilience capacity as a set of conditions that enable households to achieve re-

silience in the face of shocks. Smith and Frankenberger (2018) recognize three types

of resilience: absorptive capacity, adaptive capacity, and transformative capacity.

Latent variables on resilience capacity are then measured by creating three indices

using factor-analysis of relevant observable variables at the individual, household, and

community levels. We note that this approach does not measure resilience per se but

factors correlated with what one might think enables people to be resilient in the face

of shocks. Our goal is to provide a measure of resilience itself which one can then use

to see what individual, household, or location characteristics lead to higher levels of

resilience.

The second way resilience is conceptualized and measured is as a normative condi-

tion where the concept is tied directly to a pre-determined well-being standard.Cissé

and Barrett (2018) propose a conditional moments approach to measure resilience de-

�ned as the ability to avoid low levels of well-being over time. Their measure, based

on the probability of avoiding some pre-de�ned level of well-being (for example a

poverty line), can be used to identify which households are resilient. The probability

of avoiding falling below some pre-de�ned well-being threshold measure is concep-

tually appealing and their measure can be aggregated to create general population

or group-level measures of resilience. Cissé and Barrett (2018) further argue that

their proposed measure of resilience is both forward-looking and allows for nonlin-

ear well-being dynamics. Moreover, it ensures that resilience is a pro-poor concept

which Barrett et al. (2021) argue should be a priority of any resilience measure. How-

ever, we �nd that this approach confounds poverty measurement with resilience and

does not necessarily speak to speed of recovery to no-shock counterfactuals and how

it a�ects resilience. Wealthy households that never recover to their counterfactuals

but can avoid very low levels of well-being are just as resilient as those who fully

recover. Futhermore, poor households that recover to their pre-shock equilibrium

faster than other similarly poor households are more resilient, and giving decreasing

marginal utility of wealth, more increasing resilience (as measured by speed of recov-

ery) among poor households can have important welfare implications. Our proposed
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measure clearly di�erentiates resilience from measurement of poverty in the steady

states.

A notable downside to these two approaches is that neither one does well in

predicting out of sample well-being outcomes relative to, for example, simply using

lagged well-being (Upton et al., 2022). Moreover, the approaches are inconsistent

with one another in who it identi�es as resilient. In recent work, Lee et al. (2023)

show that the method introduced by Cissé and Barrett (2018) is sensitive to the choice

of well-being measure. More speci�cally, they show that measures of resilience using

each of consumption, dietary diversity, or livestock assets as well-being indicators are

only weakly correlated in which households are identi�ed as resilient.

Finally, the third approach relates resilience to the speed of recovery or return

to equilibrium. Our study is most directly related to this conceptualization which

is popular in ecology (Perrings, 2006). Within the development resilience literature,

a few studies conduct pre- and post-shock comparisons with speed of recovery in

mind and are thus similar to our proposed measure. For example, Alfani et al.

(2015) de�ne a quantitative measure of resilience based on households who are hit

by shocks but their pre-shock welfare is not very di�erent from their post-shock

welfare. Smith and Frankenberger (2022) similarly conceptualize what they de�ne as

realized resilience as the ability to maintain or improve food security after a shock.

Moreover, Knippenberg and Hoddinott (2019) propose an approach to measure how

a program increases resilience that implicitly uses a no-program counterfactual well-

being path while Knippenberg et al. (2019) use high frequency data and subjective

shock persistence measures to compare across households where, conditional on the

same shock, households who show lower levels of shock persistence over time are

considered more resilient. Zaharia et al. (2021) propose an approach that measures

resilience as an asymmetric mean reversion conceptualizing it on speed of recovery.

These approaches most closely think of resilience in the way we de�ne and measure

it in this paper.
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3 A Counterfactual-based Measure of Economic

Resilience

In order to clearly develop our resilience measure, we create (noisy4) arti�cial data

generated by a known dynamic stochastic optimization model. The appendix below

details this dynamic optimization model of occupational choice in which individuals

choose how much of their available wealth to consume versus how much to save and

invest in order to improve their expected economic well-being over time by becoming

entrepreneurs as opposed to casual wage workers. Individuals face risk that a shock

will occur and destroy some of their wealth. The model assumes that individuals

understand the probability that shocks occur and take that risk into consideration as

they plot their optimal trajectory of consumption and savings. After making their

optimal choices, individuals are exposed to shocks that destroy wealth. Depending

on the shock received, individuals optimally adjust their consumption and savings

trajectories moving forward.

In undertaking this simulation analysis, we consider an economy comprised of a

large number of individuals, each born with a di�erent levels of inherited wealth as

well as di�erent levels of entrepreneurial skill. For this section, we �x parameters

of the underlying model such that it is optimal for all individuals (rich or poor,

high skill or low skill) to try to accumulate assets and shift from wage labor to a

higher returning entrepreneurial occupation. Section 4 will modify the parameters of

the model in order to generate data where at least some households are subject to

multiple equilibrium poverty traps in the sense of Barrett and Carter (2013b) and

Ikegami et al. (2019).

While obviously avoiding the messiness of real world data, this approach allows us

to create well de�ned, ethical experiments by exposing randomly selected households

to shocks and, or to policy interventions intended to promote resilience. Table 1 shows

the research design we employ in this section to develop our key counterfactual-based

4The data are noisy in the sense that we introduce classical measurement error to the results
from the simulated data.
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Table 1: Experimental Design

Shock Exposure

Not
Exposed

Exposed

R
es
il
ie
n
ce

In
te
rv
en
ti
o
n

Not
Treated

P00 P01

Treated P10 P11

measures of economic resilience. In section 3.1, we will focus on the experiment

de�ned in the �rst row of the table, comparing the sub-population P01 exposed to

a severe shock to an otherwise comparable sub-population P00 not exposed to the

shock. The latter sub-population identi�es the counterfactual economic trajectory

that the shock-exposed population P01 would have experienced had they not received

a shock. In section 3.2, we will show how these same data can be utilized to recover

individual-speci�c measures of resilience, which can in turn be used to identify the

factors that make some individuals more resilient than others.

After using this �rst two populations to de�ne resilience measures, section 3.3

introduces the two additional randomly selected sub-populations shown in the sec-

ond row of Table 1. Both groups receive a publicly funded catastrophic insurance

(or contingent social protection) program, whereas only sub-population P11 su�ers a

large economic shock. Using this additional data, we will show how to use the re-

silience measure to measure the impact and the cost e�ectiveness of the catastrophic

insurance.

3.1 The Lr Measure of Resilience

We �rst consider a simple regression model that can be applied to panel data that

includes measures of household well-being (consumption, assets or income) that span

a shock event that a�ects a subset of the households. In our arti�cial data, we are

able to apply the shock to a well-balanced random subset of households, so that the
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shock treatment is expected to be orthogonal to all variables, latent or otherwise. In

real data, �xed e�ects or other control variables might be required.

First, de�ne Si as the binary treatment variable that takes on the value of 1 if

household i is subjected to a severe shock in period 0. We analyze the data from

that period and the 9 subsequent time periods or seasons. Letting yit represent an

economic well-being measure for household i in time period t, we write the basic

resilience regression model as:

(2) yit =
T∑
t=0

(
βc
tdt + δSt (Si × dt)

)
+ εit,

where there are T +1 time periods in the panel data set, dt is a vector of time period

binary variables and βC
t and δSt are vectors of coe�cients for control and treated

(shocked) households, respectively. As is obvious from this simple structure, our

sub-populations estimates are

E [yit|Si = 0] = ŷct = β̂c
tdt

and

E [yit|Si = 1] = ŷst = β̂c
tdt + δ̂St dt.

Using equation 1 above, the estimated cumulative loss measure that captures

current and future losses from the shock is L̂10 =
∑9

t=0 δ̂t. Interpretation of L̂10 as

the causal impact of the shock on the current and future well-being on households of

course depends on the usual orthogonality conditions between shocks and the error

term. If shocks occur randomly and households are not spatially sorted by shock

vulnerability (e.g., poorer households do not disproportionately live in �ood plans),

then the non-shocked households are in fact a good counterfactual for the shocked

households. While structure of our data generation process guarantees that these

conditions are met in this simple, real world data of course requires greater caution,

as we discuss in Section 5 below.
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Figure 1: Cumulative Income Loss from Shock

Figure 1 plots the the estimates of ŷct and ŷst from regression equation 2. The

solid or blue line traces out the counterfactual trajectory for non-shocked households,

whereas the dashed or red line shows the same for households that su�ered a severe

drought in year 0, but did not experience any further losses. The total cumulative loss

in economic well-being is represented by the cross-hatched area L10. Total cumulative

losses are L10 = $2675 per-household, and their discounted present value5 is L′10 =

$2084, where the superscript 10 indicates that in this case resilience is measured over

a ten year time period (the shock year plus the nine proceeding periods).6 Note that

if the household had been completely protected (say, by elaborate social protection

schemes), then the area L would shrink to nothing. On the other hand, the less

resilient the household, the larger the area L would become.

In order to create an interpretable welfare metric out of loss measure L, we nor-

malize the cumulative economic loss caused by the shock by the income trajectory

5De�ne the discounted present value of current and future losses from a shock as:

L′ =

T∑
t=1

βt (yct − yst )

6These �gures assume that the income numbers given in thee �gure are measured in hundreds of
dollars and that the discount rate is 5%.
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that the household would have experienced had they not recovered from the shock at

all and remained at their immediate post-shock income level. In Figure 1, the bottom

of the lower shaded area traces out this hypothetical zero resilience income trajectory.

De�ning the total area between the zero resilience line and the counterfactual income

trajectory E
(
ySit|Si = 1

)
(the red, dashed line in the �gure) as R (the recovery area),

we can de�ne the normalized resilience metric for our study population as:

Lr10 = 1−
(

L10

L10 +R

)
.

Note that this measure has the property that as cumulative losses approach zero, Lr10

approaches 1, whereas if the population fails to recover at all, then Lr10 = 0. Except

in the case of poverty traps (discussed below), we would expect 0 ≤ Lr10 ≤ 1, with

greater values of Lr10 signaling a more resilient population that managed the shock

with less compromise of current and future economic well-being. In this particular

case, the estimated average resilience for our study population is Lr10 = 43%, meaning

that on average, households' partial recovery closes just over 40% of the total losses

a household would have experienced if it had not recovered at all.

As mentioned earlier, our approach to resilience has much in common with the

ideas explored in Alfani et al. (2015), with the important exception that we o�er

a dynamic counterfactual that evolves over time (ŷct ) instead of assuming that the

counterfactual for future time periods is the unit's pre-shock level of economic well-

being. As can be seen from the �gure, projecting forward the pre-shock income level

would substantially understate the cost of the shock, at least in the case of the data

generated by our dynamic economic model in which income is growing.

3.2 Identifying Resilience Capacities with Individual LrMea-

sures

While the method detailed in the prior section recovers an estimate of average re-

silience for the study population, there are several ways to derive resilience metrics

for either population sub-groups (e.g., women, members of savings groups, etc.), or
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even individuals. The former is easily doable by adopting the regression approach to

account for heterogeneous treatment e�ects in the usual way. Here we consider the

use of matching methods that allow the estimation of an individual-speci�c resilience

metric.

De�ne ŷCit (yi−1, αi) is the matched counterfactual estimate for person i, where αi is

the individual's entrepreneurial ability and yi−1 is their immediate pre-shock level of

well-being. In our simulated data, we are able to use exact matching based on initial

well-being and entrepreneurial ability, but in real data, kernel and other methods

of locating near neighbors for each treated observation could be used. We de�ne

individual resilience as:

(3) Lri = 1−

(∑9
t=0

(
ŷCit (yi0, αi)− ySit(yi0, αi)

)∑9
t=0 (ŷ

C
it (yi0, αi)− yTi0(yi0, αi))

)

where the numerator in the fraction is simply the cumulative losses for shocked house-

hold i relative to their matched counterfactual. The denominator is simply the cumu-

lative loss between the counterfactual and the household i's income in the immediate

post-shock period projected forward in time (the zero recovery normalization).

Figure 2 displays a histogram of the individual resilience metrics using our arti�cial

data. While the average resilience is 43%, the individual measures range from 25%

to 70%. Consistent with the underlying data generation process, which does not

admit multiple equilibrium poverty traps, the resilience measures for all households

are positive as even the least resilient household has recovered from 25% of original

income loss.

3.3 Using the Lr Measure to Evaluate Policy

The prior two sub-sections have shown how the Lr measure can be used to character-

ize the resilience of a population and of the individuals who comprise that population.

Much of the interest in resilience measurement has stemmed from the introduction of

policies designed to make households (and other units of analysis) better positioned

to withstand shocks without the sort of long-lasting negative impact on household
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Figure 2: Distribution of Individual Resilience under DGP-1

economic well-being that is visible in Figure 1. In this section, we �experimentally�

introduce a catastrophic insurance policy that rebuilds assets for households following

a severe shock. That is, we introduce the additional sub-populations de�ned in the

second row of Table 1. We �rst look at the impact of the policy on average resilience.

In order to allow for more reliable policy evaluation, we then use the discounted cu-

mulative loss measure (L′, de�ned in footnote 5 above) to create bene�t cost measure

of the e�ectiveness of the catastrophic insurance policy.

In this analysis, we assume that the government provides every household a catas-

trophic insurance policy that has the following characteristics:

� Insurance pays nothing for shocks that destroy less than 40% of household

assets;

� Insurance pays half the value of any losses over and beyond 40%; and,

� Indemnities in the form of replacement assets are transferred one season after

the shock.
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Using the probabilities in our underlying model, we can calculate the actuarially

fair price of this insurance policy. We further assume that the policy is sold to the

government at a 25% mark-up over the actuarially fair pice. Importantly we ignore

the behavioral consequences of insurance discussed by Janzen et al. (2021), which as

they show can add substantially to the resilience-promoting impacts of this kind of

insurance through what they call a behavioral, investment incentive e�ect.

Regression equation 2 can be easily extended to consider the full 2 by 2 experi-

mental design shown in Table 1:

(4) yit =
T∑
t=1

(
βc
tdt + δSt (Si × dt)

)
+ Iit

[
βI +

T∑
t=1

(
δIt dt + δISt (Si × dt)

)]
+ εit,

where Iit is a binary indicator variable that takes the value of 1 when sampled unit i

is given the catastrophic insurance policy.

To allow for a fair evaluation of the bene�ts and costs of this policy, we assume

that the government has been buying the contract for the entire population for a

decade. Given that the severe loss events happen about 5% of the time, this gives a

fair representation of the cost of the insurance program relative to its bene�ts (with

half the population receiving a shock once in 10 years). The present value of those

public expenditures over the decade long-time span then stand as the measure of the

cost of the program.

Figure 3 shows the impact of insurance on the income trajectory of households.

As can be seen, it takes a season for the policy to restock household assets and assist

the recovery of income. The shaded area marked G measures the resilience gain

from the policy, that is the reduction in cumulative losses induced by the policy.

The immediate impact on income is quite substantial, but in later time periods, the

uninsured households begin to catch back up in this single equilibrium convergence

data set. As reported in �No Poverty Trap� columns of Table 2, the resilience for the

sub-population covered with the catastrophic insurance policy rises from 43% to 70%.

In order to evaluate the economic e�cacy of this catastrophic insurance policy,

we calculate the present value of the resilience gain (the area G in Figure 3) and
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Figure 3: Measuring the Impact of Catastrophic Insurance on Resilience

Table 2: Does Catastrophic Insurance Pay?

No Poverty Trap Poverty Trap

No Catastrophic No Catastrophic

Insurance Insurance Insurance Insurance

Mean Resilience 43% 70% 41% 72%
Bene�t Cost Ratio 1.8 2.2
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then compare it to the present value of the full public expenditure on insurance

for the entire population (shocked or not). As shown in Table 2, this bene�t cost

ratio is 1.8, meaning that every public dollar spent on insurance reduces cumulative

losses by 1.8 dollars. Another way to think about this exercise is to imagine that

the government has a reactive social protection policy that returns shocked people to

their counterfactual level of well-being. The bene�t-cost measure indicates that every

dollar spent by the government on an ex ante catastrophic insurance policy would

save $1.8 in post-shock social protection expenditures.

4 Poverty Traps and the Choice of Economic Out-

come to Measure Resilience

The data generating process underlying the analysis in Section 3 set the �xed time

cost associated with becoming an entrepreneur to zero. Under this speci�cation,

the income set becomes concave and all households stochastically approach a higher

income entrepreneurial equilibrium. In this section, we modify the parameters of

the model generating the data such that the �xed time cost parameter of being

an entrepreneur (A) is strictly positive. As discussed in the appendix, this modest

change in speci�cation exposes a subset of middle ability individuals (labelled B-types

in Figure A1 in the appendix) to multiple equilibrium poverty, meaning that if these

individuals are born to poor, or su�er a shock that makes them too poor, they will

optimally settle into a lower income, non-entrepreneurial equilibrium.

This change in speci�cation also means that low skill individuals (A-types in

the appendix �gure) will never become entrepreneurs and will settle into a lower

income wage labor occupation. While income for this subset of the population would

thus be expected to be lower under this scenario (and their poverty higher), we can

measure resilience as a concept distinct from poverty dynamics.7 In general, because

7As discussed in Section 2, some discussions of economic resilience that build on Barrett and
Constas (2014) appear to con�ate resilience with escape from poverty. Here we think it best to
keep these two dynamic processes separate, especially as we need to be able to clearly evaluate what
policies dedicated to promoting resilience do versus what they do not do. In other words, a policy
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the Type A subset of the population will operate with a much lower capital stock

under this modi�ed data generation process (ie., they are closer to the wage process

imagined by Deaton (1991)), we might anticipate their resilience when measured

against an appropriate counterfactual to be higher than under the data generation

process considered above in Section 3. At the same time, Type B individuals now face

the risk of falling into a poverty trap such that the impacts of the shock are long-lasting

and irreversible, suggesting that average population resilience may decline. Finally

note that individuals with high entrepreneurial skill (Type C in the appendix) are

largely una�ected by the change in speci�cation between the no poverty trap and

poverty trap cases.

It is thus unclear whether average resilience will be higher or lower in the presence

of poverty traps. However, we unambiguously expect the variability of the individual

resilience measures to increase. The remainder of this section explores these issues

and revisits the impact of the same catastrophic insurance policy considered in section

3.3.

4.1 Resilience Measurement in the Presence of Poverty traps

In the interest of space, we do repeat Figures 1 and 3 for the poverty trap data

generation process. Table 2 does report average resilience and the impact of insurance.

As can be seen, the resilience of the overall population does decline modestly under

the poverty trap scenario. As discussed above, this change in the population average

is a mix of households that are more resilient (but poorer) and others who become

less resilient because they fall into a poverty trap.

As also shown in Table 2, the catastrophic insurance policy discussed in section

3.3 continues to have a major impact on population resilience (increasing from 41 to

72%). More interestingly, the catastrophic insurance is much more e�ective from a

public �nance perspective as its bene�t cost ratio rises from 1.8 in the no poverty

may improve resilience but not resolve poverty (which may require asset transfers). To say that such
a policy does not increase resilience because it does not eliminate poverty would seem to confuse the
conversation.
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Figure 4: Individual Resilience in the Presence of Poverty Traps

trap case to a hefty 2.2 in the presence of poverty trap. This increase is a clear

signal that the policy has a major impact on Type B individuals who absent the

insurance policy fall into a low income stochastic steady state. For at least a sub-set

of these individuals, the catastrophic insurance transfer restores them to a position

of economic viability from which they can move back to level of well-being of their

non-shocked comparison group.

Analyzing individual resilience reveals important additional clues about the e�-

cacy of catastrophic insurance in the presence of poverty traps. Using equation 3, we

can again measure the distribution of individual resilience in the presence of poverty

traps. Figure 4 shows the resulting distribution of individual resilience.

Comparing Figures 2 and 4, we see the clear presence of poverty traps in the

latter �gure. A not inconsequential number of households exhibit negative resilience

as they not only fail to recover to their matched counterfactual position, but are

also approaching a lower level equilibrium. At the upper end of the distribution, we

also see some households with resilience measures in excess of 80% under the poverty

trap data generation process.. These new highly resilient types are low skill Type A
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individuals whose counterfactual comparison group relies little on capital and hence

they are able to recover their counterfactual living standard quickly. While their

resilience is clearly a welfare improvement compared to no resilience, it should not of

course be taken to mean that these households have escaped low incomes and poverty.

4.2 Why Consumption versus Income May Give Di�erent

Resilience Measures in the Short Term

In the presence of poverty traps, Type B individuals are liable to fall into a position of

economic non-viability following a severe shock. As just shown, the resilience of these

individuals becomes negative when gauging their economic well-being. But what if

we were instead to measure resilience using consumption?

Because is no longer economically optimal for Type B individuals to aspire to

accumulate and return to the time path to a high income equilibrium, they may

�nd themselves with asset holdings that are above their steady state level for the

lower income, non-entrepreneurial equilibrium they are now approaching. As such, it

is optimal for these individuals to slowly deaccumulate their excess assets, allowing

them to temporarily boost their consumption as they descend toward their new long

run equilibrium position. This logic suggests that in the short run these Type B

individuals may appear to be quite resilient if we look at their consumption levels,

whereas their income will show the opposite pattern.

Figure 5 shows that this indeed the case in our simulated data in the poverty

traps case. Panel 5a on the left side of the �gure shows that those who have fallen

into a poverty trap (whose trajectory is graphed as the dotted, orange curve) have

an immediate income decline as they shift towards their new, lower income level.

In contrast, panel 5b shows that if we were to examine the consumption of these

same households, they would appear more resilient for at least 4 seasons than their

counterparts who did not fall into a poverty trap and are actually moving toward a

higher long-term economic equilibrium. However, past that point, the true long-term

lack fo resilience of the type B, trapped households becomes apparent.
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Figure 5: Measuring Resilience with Consumption versus Income in the Presence of
Poverty Traps

(a) Income (b) Consumption

While our controlled data generation process allows us to clearly see what is going

on, it raises a cautionary note about the economic outcome used to measure resilience

and the time period over which we can measure that outcome. For shorter duration

post-shock time series, this analysis suggests that income is the more reliable measure

of resilience than consumption.

5 Measuring Resilience and the Impact of Resilience-

promoting Policy with Short Duration Real World

Data

This paper has so far used simulated data from known data generation processes to

develop cumulative loss-based measures of resilience that can be used to diagnose the

resilience of a population and analyze the bene�t-cost ration of a simulated policy

intended to bolster household resilience. In this section we use messier, shorter dura-

tion real world data to show how these ideas can in fact be implemented in practice

and diagnose the level of resilience and gauge the impact of a particular intervention.
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5.1 L−resilience as a Diagnostic tool

To illustrate thee use of the L−resilience metric as a diagnostic tool with real data,

we utilize the control group data from an RCT studying the impact of a bundle of

drought-tolerant maize and insurance on farmers using a sample of 3000 households

Mozambique and Tanzania (see Boucher et al. (2022) for details). Over the course

of the study, which was spatially diversi�ed within and between countries, drought

and other shocks hit a random selection of farmers in the sample. Using a variant

of equation 2 above, Boucher et al. (2022) recover estimates of the contemporaneous

and lingering future e�ects of severe shocks on control group farmers. Figure 6 illus-

trates the e�ect of the shock on control group, where the counterfactual is simply the

income level for control farmers who did not su�er the shock. Figure 6 illustrates the

estimated time paths for these two groups, where again the red line shows the average

income of those who were shocked while the blue line shows the expected income of

counterfactual group of households who did not experience the drought. The shock

was large, resulting in a nearly 50% reduction in income and recovery was slow over

the two-year time period we observe.8 As analyzed in detail by Boucher et al. (2022),

this slow recovery results from coping strategies that badly decapitalized farms in the

wake of the shock. For this population, the L−resilience measure Lr3 = 0.18. The

total, 3-year cumulative loss for these farmers averages L3 = $1443, with the present

value of the loss equal to L′3 = $1326.

While further observations would be informative, even this short panel reveals that

the resilience of the studied small-scale farming communities is quite weak. While

we focus here only on losses of maize income, ancillary analysis of food insecurity by

Boucher et al. (2022) shows a large and signi�cant 25% increase in food insecurity in

the year following the shock. In short, the diagnosis for these farmers is clear�their

resilience is extremely low. We turn now to show how the same resilience measurement

tool can be used to evaluate the intervention o�ered to treatment group farmers in

8The data from this study only allow good estimation of income one year after the shock and we
here assume a partial recovery in the second post-shock year. As we discuss below, frequency with
which longitudinal data are and can be collected post-shock is an important part of the proposed
research.
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Figure 6: L−Resilience Amongst Maize Farming Households in Tanzania and Mozam-
bique

this same study.

5.2 Policy Analysis using L−resilience

The Boucher et al. (2022) study that examined the impact of a bundled treatment of

drought tolerant maize and fail-safe index insurance on the (decidedly non-resilient)

population of maize farmers in Mozambique and Tanzania. While their experimen-

tal structure requires a slightly more complicated speci�cation than that shown in

equation 4, their analogue estimate allows recovery of predicted income time path

for treatment group farmers who su�ered the same shock that led to large losses of

current and future income in the control group.

Figure 7 augments Figure 6 by adding the income path of those shocked but

were exposed to the (putatively) resilience building bundle of drought tolerant maize

and fail-safe index insurance. As can be seen in the �gure, the cumulative loss area

shrinks dramatically (from L̂c to L̂I). This reduction in loss is the result of not

having fallen as far because of the shock (due to the dramatic impact of the DT
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Figure 7: Evaluating the Impact of a Resilience Intervention for Maize Farmers

genetic technology) and because recovery the year following the shock is immediate.

Indeed, as discussed in detail by Boucher et al. (2022), treated farmers more than

recover form the shock as the experience of the resilience building technologies leads

to a subsequent intensi�cation of the adoption of these technologies at both extensive

and intensive margins. This �seeing is believing� behavioral response generates what

the �gure labels as the resilience dividend.

Ignoring the resilience dividend (for discursive purposes), the L−resilience for

these farmers jumps 450% (Lr rises from 18% to 82%) when they are treated with the

genetic/�nancial bundle. More impressively, the bene�t cost ratio for this resilience

promoting intervention is 6.8:1, meaning every dollar spent on resilience generates

a bene�t in the form of reduced losses by almost $7.9 In this particular case, the

intervention not only promotes resilience, but it is a good investment from a public

�nance perspective.10

9Formally, the bene�t is de�ned as L̂′c−L̂′I and the cost assumes the purchase of the technology
package for the 5 years preceding the shock and the 5 years following the shock.

10An alternative way to measure the public �nance impact of this resilience promotion e�ort would
be to follow Janzen et al. (2021) and calculate the total change in government social protection
expenditures under a hypothetical disaster response regime in which the government commits to
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Finally, the econometric estimates graphed in Figure 7 reveal an additional ben-

e�t of resilience building technologies. As discussed in detail in the Boucher et al.

(2022) paper, once farmers experience the usefulness of the resilience building tech-

nologies, they subsequently deepen their investments, expanding the area cultivated

and the intensity of production (more improved seed). This behavior generates what

is displayed in Figure 7 as the resilience dividend as farmers who experienced the

technology ultimately move beyond the level of their non-treated, non-shocked coun-

terfactual comparison. Adding in these additional bene�ts would further boost the

bene�t cost ratio for the resilience-promoting policy to over 10.

6 Conclusion

With the onward advance of climate change and the development of policies meant

to combat, it has become increasingly important to have measures of resilience that

can be used to gauge the impact of those policies and their cost e�ectiveness. Un-

fortunately, what has come to be known as the resilience measurement literature is

conceptually unclear and not up to these important tasks (Upton et al. (2022)). This

paper has attempted to reboot this discussion and derive a resilience metric that cap-

tures what is in fact meant by economic resilience. Drawing on the rich economics

literature on how households are theoretically expected to respond to shocks, and

how they actually do, we derive an estimable resilience metric that is based based

on a comparison between a shocked household's actual shock and post-shock income

(or consumption) trajectory with a counterfactual measure of what that trajectory

would have been absent the shock. Using data derived from known data generation

processes (dynamic stochastic optimization models), we show how these metrics can

be estimated on average for a population and at the level of the individual. Building

on a recent literature that shows how RCT data can be used to evaluate the impact

of policies on shock sensitivity, we also how this metric allows a through evaluation of

using income supports to restore households to their counterfactual status. This approach could be
easily adopted to a policy that simply closes the poverty gap for all shocked households.
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resilience-promoting policies. We �nd that the bene�t-cost ratio of a catastrophic in-

surance policy is much higher in a world in which at least a fraction of the population

is subject to poverty traps.

In addition to these core �ndings, we also show that when data are available

for only a short time following a shock, using income to measure resilience is likely

to be more reliable than consumption, at least in world in which poverty traps are

operative. Finally, we use data from a just completed study of program promoted

drought tolerant seed varieties in combination with insurance to show that these same

methods can be used, even when the post-shock time series is short. Importantly,

the real world data also shows programs that make households resilient can induce

increased investment that generates �resilience-plus� or a resilience dividend in which

the newly resilient household ultimately supersede the economic position to which

they would have returned had they been merely resilient.
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Appendices

These appendices lays out a dynamic stochastic programming model that can be used

to generate data on how households manage shocks, how quickly their income and

consumption recover. It also allows us to generate counterfactual data by examin-

ing the trajectories of households that manage to avoid all shocks, but live in the

knowledge that shocks could occur.

Appendix A A General Model of Optimal Occupational Choice,

Consumption and Accumulation

Consider an economy comprised of individuals each endowed with an initial level of

wealth (ki0) and a latent level of entrepreneurial skill (αi), as suggested by Buera

(2014). In this model, individuals can devote their resources to one of two di�erent

occupations:

� Casual Wage Labor which generates income Fw
jt = w0 + fw(kit); or,

� Entrepreneurial Occupation which generates income F e
jt = (w0 − A) + f e(kjt).

We assume both �livelihood functions� are increasing and concave in k, that fe(k) >

fw(k)∀k and that A ≤ w0. The parameter A can be thought of as time that must be

withdrawn from the casual labor market in order become an entrepreneur.11 Combin-

ing these two livelihood functions yields a a non-concave set with locally increasing

returns to scale: F (α, k) = max [Fw, F e].

Following Ikegami et al. (2019), we assume that capital is subject to shocks and

evolved according to:

kjt+1 = (kjt + f(kjt)− cjt) (θjt+1 − δ)

where cit is consumption, 0 ≤ θt ≤ 1 is a random capital depreciation shock with

known probability distribution function and δ is the standard, �xed rate of capital

11Give an example based on Bandiera et al. (2016).
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depreciation.

To study the dynamics of occupational choice and consumption dynamics, we

assume that individuals solve the following inter-temporal maximization problem:

max
cjt

Eθ

∞∑
t=0

βtu(cjt)

subject to:

cjt ≤ kjt + F (αj, kjt)

F (α, k) = max [Fw, F e]

kjt+1 = (kjt + f(kjt)− cjt) (θjt+1 − δ)

kjt ≥ 0

where Eθ is the expectation taken over the distribution of the negative shocks and

β is the time discount factor. u(cit) is the utility function de�ned over consumption

and has the usual properties. Note that the �nal constraint re�ects the absence of

credit markets, placing this model in the Deaton (1991) world.12 Appendix A below

gives numerical values for parameters and shock distribution that underlie Figure A1,

including the assumption that A > 0.

In order to draw out the implications of this model, we numerically solve the

model for a wide array of initial asset positions over a number of randomly drawn

shock sequences. Speci�cally, for each of 1500 initial positions evenly distributed

across the initial endowment space shown in Figure A1. The in�nite horizon model

was solved for each asset position, generating an optimal consumption value as well

an optimal asset holding. A random shock was then generated, assets were updated

and in�nite horizon model was again solved for each updated asset position. This

procedure was repeated 60 times, yielding a single history of consumption, income

and assets for each initial asset position. At the end of each 60-year, an indicator

variable was formed indicating whether or not the individual was pursuing the wage

labor or the entrepreneurial livelihood in period 60.

12Note also that this model assumes that capital is used for production and is not a strictly bu�er
asset.
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Figure A1: Long-term Occupational Choice as a Function of Initial Endowments

Source: Adapted from Zheng et al. (2023)

This entire process was then repeated 1000 times, generating 1000 histories for

each of the 1500 initial endowment positions. The heat map in Figure A1 displays the

probability that an individual at the indicated initial asset position will end up at the

higher income entrepreneurial occupation across the 1000 histories. This procedure

also generated a very large data set of observations on households with di�erent skills,

initial endowments and luck.

Examining Figure A1 we can see that the endowment space identi�es three types

of individuals based on their entrepreneurial skill endowment:

� Type A individuals with low skill endowments who will always move toward the

casual wage-labor occupation and a poor standard of living irrespective of their

initial endowment and shock history;

� Type C individuals with high levels of entrepreneurial skill will almost surely

end up with su�cient capital to undertake the entrepreneurial occupation, even
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if they are born with zero initial capital;

� Type B individuals with intermediate skills levels whose long-term fate depends

on their initial capital endowments and history of shocks. If they are born too

poor (below what Ikegami et al. (2019) call the Micawber Frontier), they will

remain in the wage labor occupation. If they are begin with capital endowments

above that frontier, they will attempt to become entrepreneurs, but may fail

because of bad shocks, falling below the frontier and optimally remaining in the

wage labor occupation.

Foreshadowing later discussion, note that only Type B individuals are subject to what

Barrett and Carter (2013b) call multiple equilibrium poverty traps.

Appendix B Generating Data with and without Multiple Equi-

librium Poverty Traps

To study consumption dynamics in the absence of poverty traps, we set the �xed time

commitment of being an entrepreneur to zero (A = 0). Under this assumption, all

skill types will participate in the entrepreneurial livelihood. While the optimal steady

state holding of capital is increasing with entrepreneurial skill, α, all households are

converging toward an entrepreneurial equilibrium and there is no casual wage labor

poverty poverty trap. We denote this no poverty trap data generation process as

DGP-1.

We also solve the model with the �xed cost of being an entrepreneur set to be

strictly positive (A > 0). Under this parameter value, which we call DGP-2, type 2

individuals are subject to multiple equilibrium poverty traps.

For both data generation processes, we extracted samples of 10,000 households.

Half of each sample was selected so that in season 4, the household received a substan-

tial shock, destroying 40-60% of assets. In the other half of the sample, no such large

shock was received in year 4. Histories were chosen such that no other large shocks

occurred in any other season of the history. The sub-samples were also selected to be
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experimentally well balanced in terms oF the distribution of skills and initial assets.

A modest amount of classical measurement error was added to each variable.13

In what follows, we will refer to the households that received the shock as the

treated sample and households that did not receive the shock as the control sample.

In other words, the control sample provides a balanced counterfactual for determining

the present and future economic well-being of the treated sample had they not received

a shock.

Appendix C Parameters for the Dynamic Model

Table A1: Functional Forms and Parameters used in Numerical Simulations

Production Technology and Parameters
Fw
jt = w0 + kγL

jt

F e
jt = (w0 − A) + αjk

γH
jt

γL = 0
γH = 0.56

A = 3.95 (0, for the no poverty trap case)
w0 = 3.95

Utility Function and Parameters

Adaptive preferences utility function: u(cit) =

{
uℓ(cit) if cit < c̃(cg(i))

uh(cit) otherwise

Conventional preferences utility function: ul(ct) =
c
1−ρl
t −1

1−ρl

β = 0.95
ρl = 0.75
ρh = 2.5

Distribution of Shocks
The probability of θjt is assumed to be:

density of θjt =



0.3 θjt = 0.11

0.18 θjt = 0.021

0.13 θjt = 0.031

0.11 θjt = 0.041

0.10 θjt = 0.051

0.02 θjt = 0.061

0.01 θjt = {0.071, 0.081, ..., 0.191}

13Explain addition of classical measurement error
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